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ABSTRACT

Although the strongest test criteria, traditional mutation testing

has shown to not scale with modern incremental development

practices. In this work, we describe our proposal of commit-aware

mutation testing and introduce the concept of commit-relevant

mutants suitable to evaluate the system’s behaviour after being

affected by regression changes. We show that commit-relevant

mutants represent a small but effective set that assesses the delta of

behaviours between two consecutive software versions. Commit-

aware mutation testing provides the guidance for developers to

quantify to which extent they have tested error-prone locations

impacted by program changes. In this paper, we portray our efforts

to make mutation criteria change-aware as we study characteristics

of commit-relevantmutants striving to bringmutation testing closer

to being worthwhile for evolving systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the software functionalities evolve, it grows in complexity, open-

ing opportunities for experiencing faulty behaviour due to frequent

code modifications [18]. Modifications usually result from main-

tenance, code improvement or introducing a new feature. This

continuous development assumes that the previous version of a

system is operational, making practitioners particularly interested

in not breaking the existing stable version. To assure that the up-

dated software still possesses the functionality it had before the

updates, it is important to test the system after each evolution cycle

to keep the system behaviour as expected by eliminating occurring
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faults as early as possible [2]. Thus, automated regression testing

is used as gatekeeping to establish confidence that modifications

do not break any previously developed functionality, ensuring that

the system version is stable and behaves as expected [2].

In such a scenario, developers want a change-aware metric to

identify how thorough they have tested the changes and stress

their dependencies. In other words, developers are interested in

assessing the delta of the behaviour of previous and current versions.

Unfortunately, few scientific observations have been devoted to

forming and studying such change-aware testing criteria. It is of

far-reaching importance to emphasise that such criteria would be

a viable solution from both the quality assurance and economic

perspectives.

Amongmany proposed testing techniques to guide toward higher-

quality software, mutation testing arose as a technique that eval-

uates and guides to the most thorough tests [28]. The technique

generates slight syntactic program alterations - mutants - as test

requirements or criteria to design tests and detect these so-called

artificial faults. For a long time, it has been empirically proved that

mutants strongly correlate with real faults while mutation score

correlates with fault detection [8, 14, 29]. Among all other code cov-

erage criteria (e.g., branch, statements), mutation analysis is long

established as the strongest one, guiding the developer to write

semantically sensitive tests [3, 8].

Even though that mutation testing is an established testing tech-

nique, it assumes the static nature of software and uses blindly the

mutation score, which comprises all devisedmutants [20]. This strat-

egy inflates the analysis as most mutants do not relate to the task of

the code-change in questions. We advocate that we should use only

mutants that interact with the changed program behaviours. Thus,

this doctoral research proposes and studies code commit-relevant

mutants to allow such focused testing. In our work, we first formally

define these mutants that serve as change-aware test requirements;

when satisfied, exercise the committed code and its integration

to the rest of the program under tests. Similarly, we propose a

commit-relevant mutation score as a substitute for the traditional

mutation score to serve as a metric to judge whether the test suite

is adequate in testing commit change and provide guidance for

further improvements. It is of far-reaching importance to study the

nature and properties of these mutants and their utility over time

in continuously evolving systems. Thus, as a continuance of our

work, we ventured to study the existence of implicit interaction

between the changed and unchanged code parts through the notion

of high-order mutants. As described in the paper, our work also

studies the advantages of commit-relevant mutants selection com-

pared with the state-of-the-art. In our analysis, we also report on

the show-case, describing and reporting the use of commit-relevant

mutants in assessing the regression test-case prioritisation methods.

After identifying and studying the advantages and properties of
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this category of mutants, as a work in progress, we report on the

study concerning the in-time ability of mutants to test evolving

systems for a considerable period of time. Thus, extending our work

from commit2commit practice (evaluation in a sequential commit

by commit manner) to the notion of long-standing mutants.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Test criteria are metrics based on test requirements that yield spe-

cific elements of a software artefact that a test case must cover or

satisfy, thus quantifying the testing quality of the system. Differ-

ent coverage criteria have been proposed and used to guide test

generation and selection. Mutation coverage measures how well

a test suite can distinguish between the original program and the

variant, i.e., the original with slight syntactic deviation - mutant.

Well-established terminology defines the status of a variant as killed

when it is distinguished by a test case while surviving if not. This

variant is called mutant, and its syntactic deviation is traditionally

defined by grammar-based rules called mutation operators. These

operators are numerous, targeting all code elements exhaustively,

resulting in numerous and often impractical mutations.

The number of generated mutants has long been recognized as

a problem of mutation testing. Selective mutation started as an ap-

proach to constrain mutant generation by applying a set of carefully

crafted mutation operators [4, 9, 24, 25, 32ś34]. While other studies

identified subsumption relationships between mutant operators,

thus targeting generation with operators that subsume other opera-

tors [15, 16, 35]. That subsumption goes beyond operators to mutant

execution behaviour, Ammann et al. [1, 19] recognized and defined

subsuming relationship between mutants, thus suggesting that ma-

jority of the mutants fall into the redundancy basket. Following

this line of work, Kurtz et al. [20] elaborate on test completeness,

suggesting that calculating mutation score based on subsuming

mutants 1 [1] is superior to the traditional mutation score for de-

termining test completeness, w.r.t., eliminating redundancy. Yet,

even though subsuming mutants distinction will recognize all other

mutants and accurately measure test completeness, calculating this

subsumption relationship depends on the tests themselves, thus,

enabling this dynamic action only after the testing process, making

the process worth exploring but impractical in real-time unless

the mutants are prioritized based on their test completeness ad-

vancement probability which requires learning on these mutants

properties [17].

Accordingly, some approaches emerged to target the selection

of subsuming mutants over all mutants [13, 23]. On the other hand,

the problem of commit-relevant test requirements has not been

investigated by the literature [28]. A few studies reach to be the clos-

est work to ours, suggesting different approaches to scale mutation

testing in CI settings. Incremental Mutation Testing [5] proposes

the use of mutants on changed lines. Regression Mutation Test-

ing [37] is an approach that incrementally calculates the mutation

score by maintaining a mapping of mutants across program ver-

sions and (re)-calculating the mutation score based on the mutants

that lie on changes and dependencies. Thus, aiming to speed up test

1Given a finite set of mutants M and a finite set of tests T, mutant 𝑚𝑖 is said to
dynamically subsume mutant𝑚 𝑗 if some test in T kills𝑚𝑖 and every test in T that

kills𝑚𝑖 also kills𝑚 𝑗

execution while still considering the entire set of mutants when

testing evolving software systems. Predictive Mutation Testing [36]

is an approach which tries to predict mutation scores based on

code features. Existing mutation testing tools use some form of

incremental analysis through history logging [21]. Some reports

from the industry suggest a random selection of a few mutants

from the modified code areas for targeting the intent of code re-

view [30, 31]. Overall, it is clear that the proposed solutions target

the entire set of mutants (over-approximating), thus inflating test

completeness and introducing noise in the analysis by consider-

ing every test requirement blindly without considering the task of

the code change in question. Or either select a very few mutants,

thus under-approximating change-aware test thoroughness and

potentially missing some essential test requirements.

3 COMPLETEDWORK

3.1 Commit-Aware Mutation Testing

The problematic regression faults arise from the unforeseen inter-

action of modified and unmodified parts of the code. The change-

aware test requirements representing the delta of behaviours be-

tween two observed program versions would capture this interac-

tion and allow for accurately and adequately testing of program

changes ś providing the quantitative metric of the extent of the

change-aware test thoroughness. As we already pointed out, the

current reported research in this area comes short with such an

approach and metric. In intention to fill this gap, we defined and

formalized commit-relevant mutants - the mutants that capture

the interaction between the behaviours of the versions of the sys-

tem under change. The formal definition suggests that a mutant

becomes relevant if at least one test makes observable any be-

havioural difference between the version that includes only the

mutant (pre-commit version) and the version that includes the com-

mitted changes (post-commit) version. These two conditions ensure

the presence of observable dependency between a mutant and com-

mitted changes, i.e., mutant changes its behaviour due to the code

modifications. Thus, distinguishing commit-relevant mutants re-

sults in tests capable of detecting any potential faults that depend

on the commit (30% more chances of detecting commit introducing

faults over state-of-the-art as we will further report). It is true to say

that our definition allows the inclusion of mutants that can be killed

by tests that are not all relevant to a committed change. Although

those mutants are indeed relevant as they depend on the changed

part of the code, we also ventured to propose different levels of mu-

tant relevance - considering the strength of dependency between

mutants and the changed part of the code. Thus, we defined that

the value of relevance lies between 0 and 1, whereas relevance takes

a value of 0 if there is no observable difference between a mutant

and code change. While the value increases, the mutant becomes

more relevant until the point when the observable difference can

be detected by every test, making a mutant strongly relevant with

relevance value 1. The selection of strong commit-relevant mutants

would always lead to tests that exercise the unforeseen interactive

dependencies between the changed and unchanged part of the code.

Overall, the first part of this work introduces commit-relevant

mutants, while formal definition details can be found in our journal

article [22, 26].
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3.2 On the Use of Commit-Relevant Mutants

In addition to the introduction and formal definition of commit-

relevant mutants, we studied and confirmed our hypothesis that

most mutants introduce noise in the mutation score while being

irrelevant to the code-change. To be precise ś we identified that

the portion of relevant mutants to commit change is between 0.5%

to 47%. Whereas, for most observed program versions, the set of

commit-relevant mutants is small. In contrast, it happened the sce-

nario where the source code under test is not large, though the

change locates on the crucial points in the system under test, result-

ing in more extensive sets. After identifying the distribution of the

existence of relevant mutants and substantial noise of irrelevant

mutants, we had to check the extent to which the noise influences

the mutation score. In particular, we studied whether the traditional

mutation score correlates with the relevant mutation score, which

serves as evidence of commit-aware test assessment, i.e., reflects

the level at which the altered code has been tested. We found no

correlation suggesting that the traditional mutation score is a met-

ric that can be used as a proxy for altered code, suggesting that the

effect of irrelevant mutant may distort the testing process. Besides,

one may suggest that random selection of mutants can significantly

kill commit-relevant mutants. We explored this hypothesis by sim-

ulating a scenario where a tester analyses mutants and kills them.

The simulation comprised the best effort bases, analyzing the same

number of mutants. We identified that by analyzing up to 50 mu-

tants, a developer would miss around 50-60% of relevant mutants

for both C and Java studied project versions. At the same time, we

measure fault detection ś how writing tests to kill relevant mu-

tants detect real faults ś and detect that targeting commit-relevant

mutants leads to a 30-40% of difference in fault detection when

compared with random selection and mutants on modification. As

one may wonder, we also ventured to explore how different the

relevant mutants are from the existing subsuming and hard-to-kill

classes. The interesting finding suggests that relevant mutants are

also non-subsuming, indicating many redundancies among rele-

vant mutants and further direction to explore. In this work, we also

showcase the use of relevant mutants in assessing regression test

prioritization methods. Our work argues that the explored standard

test case prioritization guiding metrics show relatively small val-

ues to detect change-aware mutants. This observation raises the

question of how well and complete the prioritization techniques

can identify regression faults. We motivate future researchers to

explore this line of work and use relevant mutants as guidance and

a proxy for the introduced regression faults.

Overall, this work demonstrates the need and advantages of ap-

plying commit-aware mutation testing over traditional mutation

testing in the environment of continuous software evolution. Addi-

tionally, let us point to our published journal article for more details

and descriptions [26].

3.3 Approximating Relevant Mutants with

High-Order Mutations

Applying mutation testing in continuously evolving systems is

not a trivial task due to the scale of possible mutations, program

complexity and the difficulty of determining the impact of the de-

pendencies of the program change. Although previously proposed

commit-aware mutation testing is a powerful technique, one may

argue that it includes complex semantics, viewed through the strict

clean test contract assumption - no changed tests between the ver-

sions, which is true to say, according to our scientific observations,

that is challenging to satisfy assumption in open-source software,

while it is common in industrial settings. Another complexity in de-

sign can be recognized as a need to analyze and employ a test suite

from pre-, and post-commit versions, using test oracle as observa-

tional behaviour. Aiming to alleviate these design requirements,

we proposed an approach for identifying commit-relevant mutants

based on the special notion of observational slicing that employs

high-order mutants. In particular, to observe the relevance of a

mutant to the point of interest (code change), we rely on second-

order mutants, where the comparison mutant is on the changed

part of the code and serves to capture the existence of an implicit

relationship between a mutant outside the changed code. In short,

the intuition is that the mutants located on the modified code (note

that the mutant is syntactic change by itself) impact the behaviour

of the mutants on the unmodified code, thus making it relevant as

it depends on the changed code. More formally, if we consider two

first-order mutants Mx and My, where one is located outside the

change, and another is located on a change, then the high-order

mutant Mxy is their by-product. We say that Mx is commit-relevant

if the high order mutant Mxy has different behaviour than Mx and

My. This formalization releases strict commit-aware mutation test-

ing design requirements, employing only the post-commit version

and its test suite. At the same time, it is essential to note that we

even ventured into instrumenting test suites (test assertions), such

as observing test inputs/outputs over test oracles to define more

fine-grained behaviour and study the mutant impact.

Please refer to our journal-first article for a brother and deeper

view of this work [27].

3.4 Studying Relevance of Mutants to

Code-Evolution

Due to the diversity and portability of the proposed approaches, we

managed to create and study the most extensive dataset of mutants

(over 10 million) to date in a continuous integration environment.

We set the ground truth for our study for around 300 commits for dif-

ferent projects. Our analysis inquires about the locations of mutants

and their scope inside the changed program files as we argue this

is the scope of developers interest. In this study, we confirmed the

previous finding suggesting that around 30% of mutants are commit-

relevant. At the same time, we extended our analysis and focused

on a minimal (subsuming) set of commit-relevant mutants. This

analysis shows intriguing results and indicates that by selecting

only subsuming commit relevant mutants, we reduce the number of

mutants requiring analysis by around 93% on average. Furthermore,

we report that 69% of the mutants are located outside the changed

methods, indicating the importance of testing the interdependency

of units (methods) in Java class modules. The merit of the observa-

tions is that executing commit-relevant mutants may reduce the

test execution compared to a random selection of all mutants in

commit-changed files. In our study, we identified a reduction of up

to 16 times. Another task we explored relates to the selection of

mutants. We identified that standard selection techniques would
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miss approximately 45% of subsuming commit-relevant mutants

when analyzing the scope of up to 20 mutants. We studied commit-

relevant mutants features (related to code graphs, abstract syntax

trees, mutants operators, etc.), utilities and commit properties and

identified that commit-relevant mutants in Java language cannot

be reliable and precisely predicted by those features which are all

previously reported by the literature for different prediction tasks.

Overall our work delivers the characteristics of commit-relevant

mutants, where we study their prevalence, location, effectiveness,

and efficiency ś while we inform on their predictability using the

features from the literature and discuss the potential guidelines and

implications for practice.

All in all, our published journal article contains more details and

descriptions [27].

4 EVALUATION

We performed mutation testing and analyses on both Java and

C programming language. For mutants generation, we employed

state-of-the-art tools Pitest [21] and Mart [7] and their diverse op-

erators. Our study subjects count around 50 GNU Coreutils [12]

shell utility programs producing 500k mutants and 8 Apache Com-

mons Utility [10] programs with around 300 commits resulting

in over 10 million mutants for C and Java, respectively. We col-

lected both developer-written and automatically generated tests to

obtain a rich test suite that stresses program semantics. We aug-

mented our test suite using KLEE [6] and Evosuite [11] for C and

Java, respectively. For our experiments related to fault detection,

we used COREBench program versions that introduce faults as

they were compatible with the versions we use to study commit-

relevant mutants. In addition, it is important to note that in all the

parts of our experiments performing statistical analysis, we use

three correlation metrics depending on the context: Kendall rank

coefficient, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. In all cases, we ensured

that our results were statistically significant with a significance

level of 0.05 and measured the strength of the relationships with

effect size. As manually analyzing mutants is a time-consuming and

tedious task (no doubt that is unrealistic on the scale of our studies),

we performed developer simulations to analyze the importance of

commit-relevant mutants. These work simulations have been used

thoroughly in various reported studies and set up the scenario in

which a developer selects a mutant from a pool ś guided by a se-

lection strategy ś and writes a test to distinguish it while checking

whether the test detects the remaining set of undetected mutants.

The procedure is usually repeated 100 times to remove the threat

of randomness in the process. Since we perform on a best-effort

evaluation, we focus our study on the initial few mutants (up to 20

and 50) that a practitioner would analyze in order to test a commit

under test.

5 CURRENTWORK

In-Time Testing of Evolving systems with Long-Standing mutants.

The completed work introduced the definition and shows the advan-

tages of obtaining a change-aware metric to evaluate the thorough-

ness of testing altered software while measuring whether it still

possesses its pre-update stability. It is true to say that the technique

focuses on impacted mutants that aim to provide guidance for test

augmentation and evaluation by targeting the changed program

functionality. However, our scientific observation recognizes that

the many of the mutants do not change over time, which is espe-

cially noticeable once the system reaches a certain level of maturity.

Thus, in the current work, we ventured to explore to what extent

the mutants and associated mutant selection can provide accurate

test assessment over a considerably extended period of time - being

diametric to the commit2commit practice we explored so far. We

hypothesize that many mutants become obsolete and offer poor

test assessment, while we envision devising a technique that se-

lects mutants based on their maturity. In particular, these mutants

have the potential to carry the knowledge of dynamic relationships,

tackle departed technical debts and evaluate or keep from break-

ing testing requirements for mature code components. Thus, our

current work defines the notion of long-standing mutants, which

maximize the return of investment put at a given time - provide

test assessment for a prolonged time. In addition to defining the

benefits, we demonstrate that mutants have diverse lifetimes over

project evolution lifetime and demonstrate that efficient selection

of long-standing mutants can provide benefits for at least 10x the

amount of time longer than a random selection.

This line of work is still in progress and is yet to be considered

for publication.

6 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

To make the mutation testing technique scale and apply its full

fault detection potential in the context of evolving systems, it is

necessary to switch the stance from traditional mutation testing

and pave the way for future research in the direction of continu-

ous integration. Until the present, we witnessed little effort from

the community to tackle the problem, which suggests potential

irrecognition of the benefits. We argue that our work can result in

a thesis dissertation that provides more than one contribution to

the field of mutation testing. First and foremost, our work opens a

new direction toward commit-aware mutation testing. We study

and report on the usage benefits of this approach over traditional

mutation testing and standard random and incremental mutant se-

lection strategies. Additionally, we study the properties and utilities

of commit-relevant mutants aiming to inform researchers about

their predictable nature - hoping that the future direction can result

in a reliable and robust learning selection strategy. In the case of

perfect strategy, we inform on the existence of the minimal subset

of commit-relevant mutants that significantly reduces the complete

number of mutants for change-aware commit testing. Altogether

our works pioneer the change-aware mutation testing criteria.
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